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1. Introduction 
 

In this section the web application, which is based on the algorithm presented in C4, 

will be described. The application is available in http://climatree.open.gr/ . Its access 

is free for all users, but it requires to create an account. 

The following sections describe (a) the login page, (b) the typical home page of a 

user, where a new calculation is created, saved for future reference and altered and 

comparisons for various scenarios are made. Lastly, the backed is presented where a 

user with privileged access can change the various parameters of the algorithm.  

2. Main page  

 

The main page is shown in Figure 1. It includes a link to the login page. 

  

 

Figure 1. Main page of the web application. 



In the login page, the user can create a new account (the first time), insert its 

credentials or reset a forgotten password (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2. Login page. 

 

3. User environment 
 

The environment is user specific and has three tabs on the left vertical bar. The first 

option holds the user information (“Edit account”) as can be seen in Figure 3. 

The second option shows a list of previous calculations (“My calculations”) created in 

the user’s account and can create a new calculation (Figure 4). 

In this page, the user, mainly, can create a new CO2 calculation (1). Further, there is a 

list of previous calculations and each one has a label created automatically (2), a date 

that the calculation was created (3), the user type ( in 4 with options Policy maker or 

Local user) and three buttons (5), permitting the user to examine the calculation at any 

time, to edit the calculation or delete it.  

 



 

Figure 3. Account information. 

  

 

Figure 4. List of previous calculations. 

 

 



In “My calculations” page (Figure 4) by pressing “Create CO2 calculation”, a new 

calculation can be created. The new page has all the required input for the calculation 

and a typical page can be seen in Figures 5a, 5b and 5c. Selecting the compulsory 

fields (noted by a star) referring to the country (1), the user type (2 with options 

Policy maker or Local user),  the regional unit (3) and tree type (in 4 with options 

orange, apple, peach almond and olive), has as a result, the rest of the fields in Figure 

5a  to be filled in automatically by using the country statistics. These fields are the 

yield density (5), the plant density (6), the surface (7) as well as the percentage of the 

trees in juvenile (8) and in mature phase (9). 

 

Figure 5a. Input tree specific data required for a new CO2 calculation. 

 

Further down the same page (Figure 5b), management practices are defined. These 

include the fossil fuels and electricity consumed (10), the pruning information (11) 

and the fertilizers that are applied (12). The first two fields are filled in automatically 



with typical values for the type of tree, cultivated. Despite that, the used can alter 

these values if he wishes to do so. 

 

 

Figure 5b. Input data for management practices. 

 

The last part of the input data required, has the present temperature (13) and the 

expected increase in temperature in 50 years’ time (14). The current temperature is 

yearly mean temperature for the region chosen, in the first part the page (3). In this 

part, the save button is shown and by pressing it, the calculation is saved in the user’s 

account. 

 

 



 

Figure 5c. Temperature input required for soil calculations. 

 

To illustrate the results, the user must press, in “My calculation” page, the first from 

the three buttons (5 in Figure 4). A typical output is shown in Figures 6a and 6b. In 

the upper part of the output (Figure 6a), the main input data are displayed. So, all the 

options inserted in Figures 5a-5c can be seen here. In the lower part of the output page 

(Figure 6b), all the indices created are presented. The TRP value (green) illustrates the 

total removal potential. The next set of value in yellow, RPBF, RPBW and SPS 

captures the CO2 removal potential due to production of fruit biomass, the new 

trunks, branches and roots and soil respectively. The following set in red captures the 

emissions potentials due to the use of fertilizers (EPf), fossil fuels and electricity 

(EPff&e) and   pesticides (EPP). The removal potential values (in yellow) summed up 

with the emissions potential (in red) results in the total CO2 removal potential (in 

green).  

The last part of the output page illustrates three removal potential indexes customized 

to give the user a broader image of the results. The first index, TRPA, captures the 

total removal potential per unit of cultivated area. The second, TRPP, captures the 

total removal potential per unit of produced product and the last, TRPT, illustrates the 

total removal potential per tree unit. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6a. Upper part of a typical output page. 

 

 

Figure 6b. Lower part of a typical output page. 



In the main page, the third option helps the user to make comparisons (“Comparison 

Page”) between calculations already performed. 

In order to illustrate the comparison page, two calculations have been made, the first 

one captured in Figures 5a-5c and 6a, 6b which is referring to olives in all Algolida 

and a similar one for Arkadia (Regions in Greece). So, by choosing the two 

calculations we want to compare the results, and this can be done by pressing the 

“Comparison Page”. The comparison is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparison page. 

 

4. Backend environment  

 

In order to extend the lifetime of the web application and to be able to alter easily the 

various parameters of the algorithm, an interface has been designed which gives 

access, only to privileged users, to main values of the algorithm. 

The parameters that are captured in that sense are clustered into two categories.  

The first category includes all the statistical entries collected for Greek, Spanish and 

Italian regions and have the yield density (YD in tn/ha), the plant density (PD in 



tree/ha) and the surface (S in ha) for orange, apple, peach, almond and olive trees. So, 

as seen in Figure 8, the rows (records) are the regions in a specific country and the 

columns (fields), for each tree, have the YD, PD and S. The values seen in Figure 8 

are used in the calculations and if we want to change them there is a button , at 

the end of each row permitting it. 

The second category includes tree specific parameters used in the algorithm. These 

are tree specific parameters and management practice parameters (Figure 9). The 

parameters for orange, apple and peach are shown in Figure 9 where at the end of 

each line, there is a button , permitting the editing of the dataset. 

A seen in Figure 9, the tree specific parameters are the Carbon content of fruits 

biomass (Cf), the trunk, branches and roots biomass development rates ADR1, ADR2 

and the percentage of the trees in Juvenile and in mature phase and the biomass of the 

leaves (ML). 

The management practices parameters are those referring to the biomass through 

pruning and the fuels and electricity consumption. For the pruning there are values for 

biomass left in the field, burnt in the field, used as a solid fuel outside the field and 

other uses different than burning. As far as fuels and electricity consumption is 

concerned, this is broken down to diesel, gasoline and electricity. 

 



 

 

Figure 8. Backend for statistical data for the trees. 

 



 

Figure 9. Backend for tree parameters and management practices. 

 

 


